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Abstract: For recognize exacting object from collection of objects the feature extraction method is applied. To 

extract feature for face recognition in an image a method is used which is identified as “Template matching”. In 

recent days, many feature extraction techniques have been developed. A best feature extraction technique provides 

the important features. The Template matching method is used to create a template with the help of which 

recognition of entity is possible. Template is generally a subpart of an object which is to be matched among 

different objects. For finding the small area of an image the Template matching is used. For many applications 

the Template matching is used in image processing. A new dimension is provided by the Template matching into 

the image process capabilities, though there are several makes an attempt to decide completely special problems. 

In this challenging field newer concepts have forever emerging. Between template and input image a latest FPGA 

supports spectral construction is planned to complete a fast similarity measure and various techniques are 

discussed recently.  
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I. Introduction 

Feature extraction is most important topic for template matching in image processing. It consists in the direction 

of remove the most applicable features of the image and consigns it into a way. Template matching is the most 

important approach in digital image processing. In image processing, Template matching is used for processing 

an image and pictures. Template matching is used for finding the small area of the image that match to a template 

image. There are two components that are needed to us. First component is Source image. In this component we 

suppose to discover a match to the template in an image and second component is Template image. In second 

component, the patch image that will evaluated to technique for the top matching area. Recently Template 

matching is one of the interested components in image processing. Template Matching procedures are relatively 

straightforward and flexible to use which composes them one of the mainly admired processes of “object 

localization”. Their applicability is limited typically by the accessible computational command as recognition of 

big and complex templates can be time consuming. In image processing, the essential tread is to evaluate the 

properties of image features and categorize the arithmetical features into groups. 

 We need two primary components to find the template in an image:- 

 

 Source image (I):  For finding a match from a template image we can take an original image. 

 Template image (T): The patch image in order to be balanced towards the template image. The goal is to 

recognize the high - quality technique for the maximum matching region. 

 

II. Approaches of Template matching 
The variety of matching based on the environment of the image and the difficulty to be resolved. The common 

classifications of image or template matching approaches are Template-based approaches, Area-based 

approaches, and Feature-based approaches. 

 

Area-based approach:-This process is sometimes identified as Correlation like methods or template matching 

methods. Used for the templates which could not present a direct match then Eigen spaces are applied which 

provides the attribute of matching image in different conditions like Color contrast, illumination or suitable 

matching create. 

 

Featured-based approach:-The goal is to discover the pairwise connection between reference and template by 

the use their spatial relations or descriptors of features. The featured-based primarily approach is well suited when 

both reference and template images had more correspondence with respect to features and control points. The 

feature contains curves, points or a surface model that have to be matched.  

 

http://www.iasir.com/
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Template-based approach:-Template based template matching approach can potentially require variation of a 

large quantity of the positions. It is likely to decrease the quantity of sampling positions through dropping the 

decision of the explore and template images via the same issue and performing the process on the resulting 

economize images providing a search window of data position inside the search image accordingly that the 

template does not have to search every possible data point or a grouping of both. 

 

III. Methodology 

 

There are some steps of template matching which are shown in figure 1.  

 

Figure 1 Steps of Template Matching 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The above Figure shows the steps of Template Matching Which are described as below: 

1.1 Input Image:-Input image is captured using electronic devices such as digital or video camera, mobile phones 

and scanner. The images will be stored as image file formats like PNG, JPG/JPEG, TIFF, BMP, GIF, etc. The 

input images are identified from the template string. 
1.2 1.2 Convert to Binary Image: - Converting the color image into white and black image is called a binary 

image. This process is supported dissimilar color transforms. According to RGB value in an image, it analyzes 

the value of grey scale and also achieves the grey image. Template matching procedure can be simply 

achieved on grey images (or edge images). 

1.3 Template Matching: - Template matching technique can be useful only with the help of template images. It 

is used to discover the pixel level and equals the character boundaries in the template image. 

 1.4 Template Matching Techniques: -There are some techniques of Template matching which are described 

below:- 

 

1.4.1 Cross correlation:-With the help of Cross Correlation method we find the template of an input image. 
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Figure 2 Template Match with the help of Cross Correlation 

     

    Input image 

        

 
    

 

The above figure shows the example of Template matching. The values of the image shows in the table as below. 

Table1: shows the value of figure 2 
Maximum value Value of x Value of y 

0.9954 32 114 

 

In template matching, the correlation among the template image and the target image can be considered by a 

quantity of similarity measurements which is shown in last image (output image). 

 

Figure 3 Example of Cross correlation 
 

      
 

 
 

The above figure shows another example of Cross Correlation method. The values of the image is shown in the 

below table. 

Table1 Shows the value of figure 3 
Maximum value Value of x Value of y 

0.517 47 65 

 

The Cross Correlation is calculated as: 

CrossCorrelation(Image1, Image2) = ∑ Image1(p, q) × Image2(p, q))

p,q
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Here we have taken two images Image1 and Image 2 and their pixel coordinates x and y. The cross-correlation 

method is provoked by the distance evaluate. 

. 

1.4.2 NCC (Normalized Cross Correlation):-NCC is the technique that is employed in image registration for 

identical the template with an image. In NCC method we take two images to detect the eye template. In the Figure 

3 we show the example of Normalized Cross correlation method. Normalized Cross Correlation is generally 

utilized like an efficient resemblance determine for matching applications. 

NCC is an enhanced edition of the fixed Cross Correlation technique that fetches in 2 improvements more primary 

one: 

 

1. The outcomes are invariant to the universal intensity changes i.e. darkening of either figure or consistent 

brightening have no impact in the end result. 

 

2. The absolute correlation value is balanced to [-1, 1] range, in order that Normalized Cross Correlation of two 

alike figures equals 1.0, though Normalizes Cross Correlation of a figure and also its negation equals -1.0. 

 

Figure 4 Eye detection 

     
Figure 4 shows another example of normalized cross correlation which is based on the eye detection. NCC is an 

improved version of the classic cross-correlation methodology. In this figure with the help of normalized cross 

correlation we detect the eye of an image NCC method is used in face recognition system. Normalized Cross 

Correlation (NCC) is the method that is employed in image registration for matching the template with an image. 

The above figure shows the example of Normalized Cross Correlation .In the figure template supported eye 

detection is showed. The template is associated among different region of features image. The section of face 

which gives highest correlation through template refers to the eye region. The formula of NCC is.  

NCC(Img1, Img2) =
1

Nσ1σ2σ
∑[(Img1(p, q) − Img1) (Img2(p, q) − Img2)]

p,q

  

In this formula, we have taken two images Img1 (Image1) and Img2 (Image2) and their pixel coordinates p, q and 

σ are  constant.  
 

1.4.3 SAD (Sum of Absolute Difference):-The SAD could be calculated for the match among image block. SAD 

is formed by receiving absolute difference among every pixel contained by the unique block and therefore the 

subsequent pixel within the block that is being used for the aim of evaluation. The SAD may be calculating like: 

SAD(p, q) = ∑ ∑ [S(p + k, q + l) − T(k, l)]

(N−1)

l=0

(C−1)(D−1)

k=0

 

To determine the relationship among the template image T and the sub-images in source image S SAD is utilized. 

It is working by applying the absolute difference among every pixel in template image T and S also the equivalent 

to the pixel within the sub images being employed for association in source image S. These dissimilarities are 

summed to produce a straightforward metric of match. 

1.4.4 SSD (Sum of Square Difference):- Sum of Squared Differences (SSD) is the method that is employed in 

image registration for matching the template with an image. Moreover, it also tests the cause of template image 

on output image when there is noise and rotation. It is calculated as a summation of the squares of the variations 

from the mean. The presentation of this method is done by creation the comparison based on the value of 

correlation coefficient and that created from different template images. It can be calculated by the following 

formula:- 

𝑐(𝑝, 𝑞) = ∑ ∑ [f(p + q, q + e) − t(k, e)]2

H

l=−H

w

k=−W

 

 

 SSD is generally used due to its simplicity and relatively low computational cost. In general we will get improved 

outcome using Normalized Cross Correlation. It is important that for matching images the SSD will be small. 

 

1.5 Match the Image: - This step finds the image in Template matching. 
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1.6 Display the result: - In the last step the result will showed. 

 

IV. Feature Extraction 

Features of an image and allocate it into a label. Several image processing techniques extract the feature points 

such eyes, nose, and mouth and then used as input data to application. The techniques of feature extraction are as 

follows: Feature extract is an important method in image processing. It authorizes representing the content of 

Images as completely as possible. It consists to remove the main significant 

 

Geometry based technique:-In Geometry based technique feature are extracted by the use of size and the 

qualified location of significant components of images. In this method under the first technique firstly direction 

and edges of significant element is identified and then build feature vectors from the direction and edges.  

Second method is based on the grayscales divergence of insignificant mechanism and significant components by 

the use of feature blocks set of Haar like feature block in Adaboost method to change the grayscales distribution 

into the feature. The geometry based approach analyses local features such as nose, eyes and their statistical 

relationships. This approach is also known as “feature based approach”. 

 

Template based technique:- The template based technique is used to extracts facial feature by use of suitable 

energy purpose. The perfect match of template in facial image with the minimum energy. Methods have been used 

by detecting and explaining features of faces by using deformable templates.  The feature of interest “for example 

eye” is expressed by Parameterized template in the deformable template. In Template based technique eyes and 

mouth detection is used for extracting. First an eye template is used to detect the eye from a face image. After 

detection a correlation is finding among the eye templates with various overlapping regions of the face image. 

Eye region have a maximum correlation with the template. The diagram of this approach is shown in figure: 

 

Figure 5 Template based technique 

 
 

 Color based technique:-This method applies the skin color to abstract the face region from the non face region 

in a given image. Any non-skin color section in the face is analysis as a candidate for mouth or eyes. The 

performance of such strategy on facial image is rather restricted due to the variety of proper background. 

 

Appearance based technique:-This technique is used to develop the image as two-dimensional patterns. The 

extracted characteristic from the image is referred to a feature. The idea of feature in this technique is Different 

from easy a facial capability which includes eyes and mouth. This approach identify high-quality performer in 

facial characteristic extraction as it maintain the important records of image and reject the redundant statistics. In 

this technique the methods such as Principle component analysis (PCA) and independent component analysis are 

apply to extract the feature vector. 

 

V.Conclusion 

Feature extraction is mainly significant component of face recognition for the reason that the classification 

completely depends on this component. A perfect feature extraction is not resolute without estimation of face 

recognition algorithm. That is why the perfect feature locates for face recognition are still a difficulty. The feature 

extraction method is helpful in detection of promotable point. The other process is removal of those features and 

generates a feature stage which has not duplicate and applicable position. It is also helpful in measurement 

decrease of composite images. At the end the matching between the source image and the database image is taken 

position and it is complete with facilitate of template matching which generates a template and investigate that 

template in every images of database. If template is equivalent or matched in some database image that it is 

confirmed as matched image or else not matched image. 
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